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Abstract

LABATCH�� is a collection of computer programs available in C� FORTRAN� and
SIMSCRIPT II�� that perform statistical analyses on sample sequences collected on
strictly stationary stochastic processes� It has been designed to make its implemen�
tation easy for potential users� It may be invoked in�line each time a data vector is
generated within an executing program �e�g�� simulation�� or it may take its input from
a stored data �le� For sample path length t� LABATCH�� takes O�t� computing time
and O�log� t� space� LABATCH�� is a revised version of the LABATCH statistical
analysis package and is considerably more user�friendly and versatile than the original�

In addition to computing a sample average for each series� LABATCH�� provides
an asymptotically valid con�dence interval for assessing how well the sample average
approximates the true unknown mean of the series� The con�dence interval uses a
consistent estimator of the variance of the sample mean computed by a dynamic version
of the batch means method� As part of its output for each series� LABATCH�� produces
a sequence of interim estimates of this variance as the sample path length evolves� thus
enabling a user to assess the extent to which systematic error in the latest variance
estimate� due to ignoring correlation between batches� has dissipated as batch size
grows with increasing sample path length� These tableaus also produce data that
allow a user to assess the extent to which the sample average for each series is free of
the initial conditions that prevailed when data collection began�

LABATCH�� o	ers the user an interactive option that displays interim variance
estimates for up to seven series on the screen at each update� The user may then
instruct LABATCH�� to continue execution until the next update or� if the variance
estimates are regarded as su
ciently small� may instruct LABATCH�� to terminate
statistical analysis and write the �nal results to a �le� This option allows the user
to revise downward the sample path length� originally speci�ed at the beginning of
execution� thus saving computing time�

Section � uses output tableaus and graphs based on these tableaus to illustrate the
statistical information that LABATCH�� provides� It also describes its user�speci�ed
input that controls execution of LABATCH��� Section � concisely describes the es�
timating techniques and the method of determining batch size as the sample path
evolves� For a user�speci�ed sample path length t� the section describes how LA�
BATCH�� selects its initial batch size and number of batches to maximize the number
of observations used to estimate the variance on �nal review� Under relatively weak
constraints� this number always exceeds ����t�

Section  illustrates how a graphical display of LABATCH�� output enables a user to
assess whether or not the program�s �nal output is free of the in�uence of the conditions
prevailing at the time that data collection begins� Section � describes several major
features of the LABATCH�� programs and how one can take advantage of them in
practice�
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Introduction

To be meaningful� each sample average generated by a discrete�event simulation with
random input needs to be accompanied by an indicator of how well it approximates the
parameter for which it serves as a point estimate� A sample average is subject to two sources
of error� a systematic bias induced by starting the simulation run in an arbitrarily chosen�
rather than an equilibrium� state and a random error arising from sampling variation along
the sample path� Although both errors become vanishingly small with increasing sample
path length for most simulations� the inevitability of always working with nite path lengths
leaves no alternative for meaningful interpretation of the sample average but to acknowledge
the presence of error and to assess its relative importance�
Since the typical simulation user�s interest rarely lies in statistical analysis� only measures

of assessment automatically generated during or at the completion of a simulation run can
be expected to attract her�his attention� LABATCH�� is a collection of computer programs
designed to provide these measures� In particular� it performs statistical analyses on sam�
ple sequences collected on strictly stationary stochastic processes and o�ers two modes of
implementation� One integrates LABATCH�� into an executing data�generating program
�e�g�� simulation� to analyze the evolving data on repeated subroutine calls� the other takes
data from an existing le as input� In addition to minimizing user e�ort� the rst option
considerably reduces space requirements� It also allows user interaction with the executing
program via screen displays of interim estimates� The second option permits statistical anal�
ysis of stored data� regardless of source and date of generation� thereby making LABATCH��
applicable in a considerably wider range of data�generating environments�
LABATCH�� is a revision of LABATCH �Fishman ����� Fishman and Yarberry �����

that considerably simplies its implementation and use� The simplications are its most
attractive feature� A user merely inserts a single subroutine call statement in her�his main
program and assigns values to the ten control arguments of the subroutine� Section � gives
a brief overview of what LABATCH�� does� the output it generates� and the values that
the control arguments can assume� Section � describes the basis for the way in which
LABATCH�� goes about its analysis�
Sections � and � assume that data collection begins when the simulation has attained

steady state and� hence� error due to initial conditions is absent� In usual practice� a simula�
tion user begins a simulation in a convenient� but arbitrarily chosen� state� To compensate
for this choice� data collection begins after a warm�up interval that the simulator regards
as adequate to make induced systematic bias negligible� Since this judgment is subject to
error� there remains a nagging doubt about the adequacy of the warm�up interval� Section �
describes how the LABATCH�� tableaus can also provide an assessment of how well the
selected truncation point has dissipated the in�uence of initial conditions�
Section 
 discusses several major features of LABATCH��� including on�line screen display

of interim results� C� FORTRAN� and SIMSCRIPT II�� implementations of LABATCH��
are obtainable by anonoymous le transfer procedure �ftp� at �
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� Overview

For each sample sequence� X�� � � � � Xt� in its input� LABATCH�� computes as part of its out�
put a sample average� �Xt� as an estimate of its true unknown mean� �� and an asymptotically
valid �		� ����� percent condence interval for assessing how well �Xt approximates �� The
condence interval relies crucially on an estimate� BW �L�B�� of the asymptotic variance�
��� �� limt�� t var �Xt� computed by the batch means method� where B denotes batch size
and L� the number of batches� Since this variance estimate is also subject to systematic

error as well as random sampling error and since the validity of the condence interval de�
pends on this systematic error being relatively negligible� LABATCH�� also displays interim
calculations of BW �L�B� that allow a user to assess the extent to which systematic error
remains in the nal variance estimate used to compute the condence interval for the mean
�� The ability to make this assessment with LABATCH�� output is one of its most valuable
assets�
In the present context� systematic error in the variance estimate can be present even for

sample data free of bias due to initial conditions� In particular� it arises from neglecting
all but the term proportional to t�� in var �Xt and from ignoring the correlation between
batch averages� To provide a basis for systematic error assessment� LABATCH�� computes
a sequence of estimates of ��� based on data subsequences of increasing lengths t� � t� �
� � � � tJ�t� � t� where ti�� � �ti for i � �� � � � � J�t� � � and where the user�specied path
length� t� determines t� and J�t� �Sec� ���
As illustration� consider a simulation of the M�M�� queueing model with ��	 interarrival

rate and unit service rate� The simulation began in the steady state and terminated when
customer t � �	� entered service� Figure �a displays LABATCH���computed �� percent
condence intervals for the mean waiting time in queue �Series �� and for the probability
that a customer waits �Series ��� The true values are � and ��	 respectively�
For each series� Fig� �b displays LABATCH���computed sequences of point and �� per�

cent interval estimates of � and point estimates�
q
BW �L�B�� of �� as the batch size� B�

and the number of batches� L� grow with sample path length according to the ABATCH
rule �Sec� ����� As sample path length doubles �tj�� � �tj�� the ABATCH rule doubles
B if a test of the hypothesis H� batch averages are independent� detects systematic error�
If no systematic error is detected �H is accepted�� the rule increases B by a factor of

p
�

approximately� This implies that either L remains constant on successive reviews or L also

increases approximately by a factor of
p
�� The

q
BW �L�B� sequences for each series in

Fig� �b reveal that systematic error in the example has become negligible for reviews j � ���
Figure � graphically displays the point and interval estimates �cols� �� �� and �� for

� for each series� The graphs provide a convenient way of assessing the accuracy of the
sample averages at a glance� These and all other graphs in the paper were created us�
ing Mathematica iT applied to the LABATCH�� output after deleting the nal tableau
�Fig� �a� and all header and trailer information from the interim review tableaus �Fig� �b��
EXCEL iT and similar software could have been used as alternatives�
Figure � graphically displays

q
BW �L�B� �col� � in Fig� �b� as estimates of �� for each

series� For Series �� �� � ����� �Blomqvist ������ As Sec� ��� explains in more detail� they
suggest negligible systematic error for Series � for estimates computed on reviews j � ��
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Figure �� LABATCH�� output for M�M�� queueing simulation
�Series �� waiting time in queue� Series �� ���wait� 	�� no wait�

�a�
Final Tableau

Mean Estimation

���������������
�t � �������� �

����	

 Standard Error Confidence Interval 


Series X Sqrt�B�W�L�B�t� Lower Upper �Upper�Lower��X�

� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D���
� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D���



X is based on all t observations�
W�L�B� is based on first �����	 of the t observations�

Interim Review Tableau �b�
ABATCH Data Analysis for Series �

����	


 Confidence Interval
Review L�B L B X Lower Upper Sqrt�B�W�L�B�� p�value

� �� � � ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� �� �� � ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ��� �� �� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ��� �� �� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ��� �� �� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ���� �� �� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������

� ���� �� ��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ���� �� ��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ���� �� ��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ����� �� ��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ����� �� ��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ����� �� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������ �� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������ �� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������ ��� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������

�� ������� ��� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������� ��� ����� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������� ��� ����� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������� ��� ����� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������

If data are independent�
�������� �������� � ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������

���� significance level for independence testing�
Review �� used the first �����	 of the t observations for W�L�B��

Interim Review Tableau
ABATCH Data Analysis for Series �

����	

 Confidence Interval

Review L�B L B X Lower Upper Sqrt�B�W�L�B�� p�value
� �� � � ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� �� � �� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������

� ��� � �� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ��� � �� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ��� � �� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ���� � ��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ���� � ��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ���� �� ��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
� ���� �� ��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ����� �� ��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ����� �� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������

�� ����� �� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������ �� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������ �� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������ ��� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������� ��� ���� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������� ��� ����� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������� ��� ����� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������
�� ������� ��� ����� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������

If data are independent�
�������� �������� � ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������D��� ������

���� significance level for independence testing�
Review �� used the first �����	 of the t observations for W�L�B��
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Figure �� LABATCH�� sample means and ��� condence intervals
for ABATCH rule� simulation starts in steady state
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Figure �� LABATCH�� estimates�
q
BW �L�B�� of ��
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and for Series � for estimates computed on review j � ��
For any path length� t � �	� LABATCH�� automatically computes the number of batches�

L� and the batch size� B� to be used in its rst review� For example� it chose L�� and B��
for t � �	� for the M�M�� example� This automatic selection relieves the user of the need
to specify initial values for L and B� as in the original LABATCH package� Section ��

describes how LABATCH�� makes this selection�
A call from a

C
FORTRAN

SIMSCRIPT II��
main program to

BATCH MEANS�IN UNIT�OUT UNIT�T�S NUM�PSI VECTOR� ���

DELTA�RULE� BETA�L UPPER�SCREEEN�

implements LABATCH��� where Table � denes its arguments� As an example� suppose
they assume the values�

IN UNIT � 	

OUT UNIT � ��

T � �			

S NUM � �

PSI VECTOR � pointer to data vector

DELTA � �	� ���

RULE � �

BETA � ��	

L UPPER � �	

SCREEN � 	 �

Then LABATCH�� processes S NUM�� sequences in T��			 iterative calls from the user�s
main program and write the output to a le called

c���
fort���
SIMU��

� Moreover� it employs the

ABATCH rule to determine batch size on each review and tests for independence of batch
averages at the BETA���	 signiance level� LABATCH�� begins its rst iteration with the
number of batches no greater than L UPPER � �	�
For RULE�� �ABATCH�� testing determines whether the batch size on review j � �

increases by a factor of � �rejection� or approximately as
p
� �success�� A doubling of batch

size aims at reducing any residual systematic error detected on review j as fast as possible�
A
p
� increase signals that the number of batches are also increasing approximately by ap

� factor� This growth in both batch size and number batches as the sample path length
grows is a necessary condition for obtaining a consistent estimator of ���� Recall that �

�
��t

approximates the large�sample variance of �Xt�

� Rationale for LABATCH��

Let fXi� i � �g denoted a strictly stationary stochastic process with unknown mean ��
Given a sample path� X�� � � � � Xt�

�



Table �� LABATCH�� arguments

User�speci�ed De�nition Notation
input in Paper

IN UNIT �� 	 if data are to be repeatedly
transferred from a main program � � �

�� �	 if data are to be read one vector

at a time from input le
c���

fort���
SIMU��

n�b� �	 is merely an example

OUT UNIT �� designated unit for writing output � � �

T �� total number of observations t

S NUM �� number of sample series � � � ���

PSI VECTOR �� pointer to vector of S NUM sample values � � �

DELTA �� desired signicance level for �
condence intervals ��	� or �	� suggested�

RULE �� � if ABATCH rule is used
�� 	 if LBATCH rule is used

BETA �� signicance level for testing for independence �
���	 suggested�
n�b� If BETA � �� each review uses the FNB rule

� ��� each review uses the SQRT rule

L UPPER �� upper bound on initial number of batches � � �
�� �� L UPPER �� �		�

SCREEN �� � if interim review estimates are to be
displayed on the screen

�� 	 otherwise

�



�Xt ��
�

t

tX
i��

Xi

provides a point estimate of �� When data collection begins in the steady state� �Xt is an
unbiased estimator of ��

Assumption �� ��t �� var �Xt satises t�
�
t � ��� as t��� where ��� is a positive constant�

Assumption �� There exist a constant 	 � �	� ���� such that

t���� �Xt � ����� � Z�t��t��� �O�t��� as t�� w�p���

where fZ�s�� s � ag denotes standard Brownian motion�

Assumption � is the Assumption of Strong Approximation �ASA�� A 	 close to ��� signies
a marginal distribution for the Xi close to the standard normal and low correlation between
Xi and Xj for 	 i 
� j� Conversely� 	 close to zero implies the absence of one or both of these
properties� See Philipp and Stout ������� Section ��
 relies on assumptions � and ��
To assess how well �Xt approximates �� we need an estimate of �

�
�� The batch means

method o�ers one option� Let b�t� denote a positive integer �� t�� let l�t� �� bt�b�t�c�
and let t��t� �� l�t�b�t�� Our version of the batch means method partitions the sequence�
X�� � � � � Xt��t�� into l�t� nonoverlapping batches each of size b�t�� computes the batch averages�

Yjb�t� ��
�

b�t�

b�t�X
i��

X�j���b�t��i j � �� � � � � l�t�� �
�

and an estimate of varYjb�t��

Wl�t�b�t� ��
�

l�t�� �
l�t�X
j��

�Yjb�t� � �Xt��t��
�� ���

and uses b�t�Wl�t�b�t� as an estimte of �
�
�� Then

� �Xt � 

l�t���

��� ����
q
b�t�Wl�t�b�t��t � ���

provides an approximating �		� �� � �� percent condence interval for �� where � � �	� ��
and 


l�t���
��� ���� denotes the �� ��� critical value of Student�s t distribution with l�t�� �

degrees of freedom�
If fb�t�g and fl�t�g are nondecreasing in t� b�t��� and l�t��� as t��� t���	�log t��b�t�

� 	 as t��� and there exists a positive integer q �� such that

�X
i��

l�q�i� ���

�



then b�t�Wl�t�b�t� is a strongly consistent estimator of �
�
� and � �Xt � ���

q
b�t�Wl�t�b�t��t

d�
N �	� �� as t � � �Damerdji ���
�� These conditions merely place bounds on the rate at
which batch size can grow with sample path length and imply that expression ��� is an
asymptotically valid condence interval for � in the sense that it achieves the specied �� �
coverage rate as t���
Unless clarity demands othewise� we hereafter write b �� b�t� and l �� l�t� when batch

size and number of batches are deterministic function of t� Also� we assume that t��t� � t
so that the batches in expression �
� use all the observations� Later� Secs� ��� through ����
consider the more general case of t��t� � t�
Expression ��� provides an assessment of how well �Xt approximates �� However� since

t is always nite in practice� it implies a distributional approximation that a�ects the true
coverage rate relative to the specied theoretical coverage rate� �� �� Let

Zlb ��
�Xt � �q
Wlb�l

� ���

and let Flb denote the distribution function �d�f�� of Zlb with Edgeworth expansion �Chien
�����

Flb�z� � ��z� �

�
���Zlb�

�
� ���Zlb� �

�
�	�Zlb�

�
� ���Zlb�� �

�

�
z � ���Zlb�

�
z�

� �	�Zlb�

�

z� �O���l�

�
�p
��
e�z

��� �� � z ���

where � denotes the standard normal d�f� and �i�Zlb� denotes the ith cumulant of Zlb� If
EjX� � �j�
 �� and fXig is �mixing with i�i����� then �Chien ����� p�
��

���Zlb� � O���l����O���b����

���Zlb� � � � O���l� � O���b�

���Zlb� � O���l����O���b����

�	�Zlb� � O���l��

Actually� Chien gives slightly weaker conditions for the rst three cumulants�
As an immediate consequence for xed z�

Flb�z�� ��z� � O���l����O���b���� � O���l� � O���b�� ���

revealing that choosing l�t� � t��� and b�t� � t��� induces the fastest convergence of the true
coverage rate to the specied theoretical coverage rate �� ��
When X�� � � � � Xt are i�i�d�� the assignment b�t� � � and l�t� � t makes expression ���

an approximating condence interval based on t � � degrees of freedom whose error of
approximation is generally negligible� say� for t � �		� regardless of the parent distribution of
the Xi� When fXig is a dependent sequence� no comparable rule�of�thumb applies since two

�



properties now a�ect the error of approximation� As before� one is the marginal distribution
of the Xi� the other is the extent and character of the correlation between each Xi and Xj

for 	i 
� j in the sample� An analysis of the properties of Vt �� b�t�Wl�t�b�t� reveals how these
errors arise�
Observe that for t��t� � t

EVt �
t

l � ���
�
b � ��t �� ���

which� for positively autocorrelated sequences� is usually negative� If E�X� � ���� � �
and fXig is �mixing with i � O�i���� then expression ��� takes the form �Goldsman and
Meketon �����

E Vt � ��� � ��l � ���t� o���b�� ��	�

where

� �� ��
�X
i��

i cov�X�� X��i��

Also �Chien et al� ������

var Vt �
��	��l � ��

�l � ��� �O���lb��	� � O���l��� ����

Note that ��� �
�X

i��

cov�X�� X��i��

Expression ��� leads to the representation

Vt � ��� � t��t � ��� � t��t

�
�� b��b�t�

�
t

�� b�t

�
� �t� ����

� �z 	
error due
to nite t

� �z 	
error due to

ignoring correlation

� �z 	
error due to

random sampling
between batches

where �t has mean zero and variance ����� Hereafter� we collectively refer to the errors due
to nite t and to ignoring correlation as systematic error� From expression ��	� we see that
the systematic error behaves as O��l����t� � O���b� whereas� from expression �����

p
var �t

behaves as O���l����� revealing the tradeo� between the two types of error that a choice of
l and b induces�
For l � t��� and b � t���� systematic error in Vt and random error� �t� both decrease as

O���t����� whereas for each z the absolute deviation in coverage rates� jFlb�z� � ��z�j also
diminishes as O���t����� However� representations ��	� and ���� imply that l � t��� and b �
t��� induce the fastest convergence� O���t����� for the mean�square error of Vt �Goldsman and
Meketon ����� Chien et al� ����� and Carlstein ���� for a rst�order�autoregressive model
with normal residuals�� But this choice induces the slower rate� O���t����� for jFlb�z����z�j�
In what follows� we adopt a strategy that leads to l � t��� and b � t���� once t becomes

su�ciently large� Two considerations motivate this choice� First� since the approximating

�	



�		��� � �� percent condence interval ��� provides the means of assessing how well �Xt

approximates �� we would like its true coverage rate to be as close as possible to � � �
as possible� Secondly� the square root option facilitates the e�cient computation of a se�
quence of estimates Vt� � Vt�� � � � � based on subsequences fX�� � � � � Xt�g� fX�� � � �Xt�g� � � � �
respectively� for t� � t� � � � � � t� that provide a means for assessing the extent to which
systematic error remains in Vt� our nal estimate of �

�
�� The next subsection elaborates on

this issue�

��� Interim Review

If an analyst computes only one estimate�Wl�t�b�t�� based on the total sample record of length
t� then� regardless of the batch size assignment rule� the analysis provides no information
about the extent to which the desired asymptotic properties hold for Vt as an approximation
to ���� A sequence of interim reviews overcomes this limitation by computing and display�
ing results for overlapping segments of the sample record of successively increasing lengths
t� � t� � � � � � t� The approach has considerable value when the cost per observation is high
and there is doubt� before experimentation� about how many observations to collect� More�
over� a judiciously chosen growth factor for review times allows LABATCH�� to compute
the sequence of estimates Wl�t��b�t��� Wl�t��b�t��� ����Wl�tj�b�tj �� Wl�t�b�t� in O�t� time� employing
O�log� t� space� Maintaining an O�t� computing time is essential for the single sample path
approach to achieve greater statistical e�ciency than the multiple independent replications
approach� Moreover� if generating the data takes O�t� time� then no increase in computa�
tional time complexity arises� The O�log� t� space complexity is particularly appealing when
t is large and interim reviews are desired for estimates of more than one mean�
In what follows we take t� as given and tj�� �� �tj for j � �� �� � � � � For a sequence

of i�i�d� random variables X�� X�� � � � � this choice implies corr� �Xtj

�Xti�j
� �

q
tj�ti�j for

i � 	 and j � �� More generally� if corr�X�� Xi�j� � �
jjj
� for some �� � � � �� then

limj�� corr� �Xtj
� �Xti�j

� � limj��

q
tj�ti�j� These observations suggest that we choose

� �� tj���tj su�ciently large so that estimates on success reviews are not substantially
redundant� We choose � � �� which implies corr� �Xtj

� �Xti�j
� � ��i�� in the independent and

asymptotic �as j � �� cases� For example� corr� �Xtj
� �Xtj��

� �
p
��� � ��	�� �in the i�i�d�

case�� Any growth factor less than � would induce a larger correlation� Also� this choice
makes possible the O�t� computing time and the O�log�t� space bounds for LABATCH���

��� FNB and SQRT Rules

The description here closely follows Fishman ������ and Fishman and Yarberry ������� For
j � �� �� � � � � let lj �� l�tj� and bj �� b�tj�� We illustrate the benets of interim review for two
assignment rules that eventually �Sec� ���� form the basis for the LBATCH and ABATCH
rules that LABATCH�� incorporates� Given �l�� b��� the FNB rule xes lj � l� for all j
and doubles the batch size bj�� � �bj on successive reviews� Procedure FNB describes its

��



principal steps�

Procedure FNB �LABATCH���

Given� l�� b�� and t�� l�b��
l l� �x  of batches�
J�t� � � blog�t�l�b��� log �c � of reviews�
t��t� �J�t���l�b� � of observations used on review J�t��
j  �� t
  	� t�  l�b��
While tj � t��t��

Collect Xtj����� � � � � Xtj additional observations
Compute �Xtj

Form batches of size bj based on X�� � � � � Xtj

Compute Wlbj

bj��  �bj
j  j � �
tj  �tj�� �� l�bj�

Collect observations Xt��t���� � � � � Xt

Compute �Xt

Output�
�Xt is the point estimate of ��

� �Xt � 

l
��� ����

q
bJ�t�WlbJ�t��t � is the approximating

�		� ��� �� percent condence interval for ��
fbjWlbj � j � �� � � � � J�t�g is the sequence of successive estimates of ����

Given �l�� b��� the SQRT rule sets

l� � !l� �� b
p
�l� � ��c ����

b� � !b� ��


�
�
� if b� � �

bp�b� � ��c if b� � �
��
�

lj�� � �lj��

bj�� � �bj�� j � �� �� � � � �

Procedure SQRT describes its principal steps�

Procedure SQRT �LABATCH���

Given� l�� b�� and t�� l�b��

!l�  bp� l� � ��c
!b�  �� if b� � ��!b�  bp� b� � ��c

��



J�t� � � b log�t�l�b��� log � c � of reviews�

t��t� �J�t���l�b� � of observations used on review J�t��

j  �� t
  	� t�  l�b�� t�  !l��!b�

While tj � t��t��
Collect Xtj����� � � � � Xtj additional observations
Compute �Xtj

Compute Wljbj

If j � � �

lj��  !l� and bj��  !b�
Otherwise�

lj��  lj�� and bj��  bj��
j  j � �
tj  ljbj

Collect observations Xt��t���� � � � � Xt

Compute �Xt

Output�
�Xt is the point estimate of ��

� �Xt � 

lJ�t���

��� ����
q
bJ�t�WlJ�t�bJ�t� �t � is the approximating

�		� ��� �� percent condence interval for ��
fbjWljbj � j � �� � � � � J�t�g is the sequence of successive estimates of ����

These assignments induce lj���lj
�
�
p
� and bj���bj

�
�
p
�� By choosing �l�� b�� fromB in

Table �� we ensure that �l�b� � !l�!b� so that tj � ljbj � �
j��l�b� and� therefore� tj���tj � ��

as desired� This constraint proves valuable in Sec� ���� which describes batch�size rules that
combine the FNB and the SQRT rules�
As illustration� we again use the M�M�� simulation example� Consider a steady�state

sample record� X�� � � � � Xt� of waiting times in queue for which � � � and ��� � ����	
�Blomqvist ������ Also� t � �	�� l� � �� and b� � �� so that !l� � �	 and !b� � �� and thus
�l�b� � !l�!b�� J�t� � ��� and t

��t� � �� ���� 	
	� These assignments cause B��Wl��b�� � the nal
estimate of ��� for Series � in Fig� �b� to use ����� percent of the data� X�� � � � � X������
	
�
Section ��
 returns to this issue of data usage�
Figure 
 shows f

q
bjWljbj � j � �� � � � � ��g for the FNB and SQRT rules� After review

��� the FNB sequence �uctuates around the true ��� The SQRT sequence comes close to ��
after review ��� This contrast in behavior re�ects the O���tj� systematic error dissipation

rate in expression ���� for the FNB rule as compared to the O���t
���
j � rate for the SQRT

rule� However� sampling �uctuations for the FNB sequence are O���� in contrast to O���t
���
j �

for the SQRT rule�

��� LBATCH and ABATCH Rules

Let H denote the hypothesis� On review j� the lj batches Y�bj � � � � � Yljbj are mutually inde�
pendent� The LBATCH and ABATCH rules both use the outcome of a test of H to switch

��



Table �� B �� f�l�� b�� � � � b� � l� � �		� �l�b� � !l�!b�gy

b� l� b� l�

� � �� �

� ��� �� ��
� 
 
� �����

 � 
� ��
� ���
������ 

 ��� ��
� �	�����	�����	��� 
� ��
� �� 
� ��������
� �� 
� ��
�	 �
� ����� �	 ��
�� ����
��������� �� �	�����
���
�
 ����	�����	��� �� ��
�� ����� �
 ��
�� �
����
���	�����
��� �� ��
�� ����
 �� ��
�	 ��� �� �� ��
�� ��� �	� �� �	 �����
�� �������� �� ��
�
 �
��������� �� ��
�� �� �� ��
�� �� �� ��
�� ����� �� ��
�� �	��� �� ��
�� 
���� �� ����
���
�� 

������ �	 ��
�� 
� �� ��
�� 
� �� ��
�
 ���
���	�����
��� �
 ��
�� �������� �� ��
�� �� �� ��

y!l� is dened in expression ���� and !b� in expression ��
��

�




between the FNB and SQRT rules on succesive reviews� The net e�ect is to retain the desir�
able properties of each rule while reducing the in�uence of their limitations� The principal
features of these hybrid rules are�

Figure 
� LABATCH�� estimation of �� for waiting time in queue
�FNB rule� light dashed line� SQRT rule� solid line� �� � ������ heavy dashed line�
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LBATCH Rule

� Start with the FNB rule on review ��
� For j � �� if H is rejected on review j� use the FNB rule on review j � ��

� Once H is accepted on review j� use the SQRT rule on reviews� j � �� j � �� � � � �

and�

ABATCH Rule

� Start with the FNB rule on review ��
� For j � �� if H is rejected on review j� use the FNB rule on review j � ��

��



� For j � �� if H is accepted on review j� use the SQRT rule on review j � ��

By initially xing l� the LBATCH rule allows batch size� b� to increase at the maximal
rate when H is rejected� thus dissipating systematic error in Vtj as fast as possible� Once
H is accepted� the rule switches to the SQRT rule to dissipate the error in coverage rate as
rapidly as possible� By testing H on every review� the ABATCH rule takes into consideration
the possibility of Type II errors on successive replications� The LBATCH rule ignores this
source of error whereas the ABATCH rule allows the procedure to correct itself�
As a consequence of this testing� batch size and number of batches on review j �� ��

are random� To acknowledge this property� we denote them as Bj and Lj respectively� Let
Kj denote the number of test rejections of H on reviews �� � � � � j� Then the LBATCH and
ABATCH rules induce�

Lj �


�
�
��j�Kj���l� if j �Kj is even

��j�Kj�����!l� if j �Kj is odd

and

Bj �


�
�
��j�Kj�����b� if j �Kj is even

��j�Kj�����!b� if j �Kj is odd�

so that tj � LjBj � �
j��l�b� for j � �� �� � � � �

To account for the randomness of f�Lj� Bj�� j � �g with regard to limiting behavior� we
rely on�

Theorem �� �Fishman and Yarberry ������ If Assumptions � and � hold� �l�b� � !l�!b��
and there exist constants " � � and � � � � 
	 such that P�

j�� pr �Kj�j � "� � � and
Kj�j � � as j �� w�p��� then

BjWLjBj
� ��� as j �� w�p��

and

�Ytj � �q
WLjBj

�Lj

d�N �	� �� as j ���

�

Provided that its conditions are met� the theorem gives a consistent estimator of ��� and the
basis for the asymptotic validity of the interval ���� as Sec� ��
 shows� We conjecture that
there is a large class of problems that satisfy these conditions�

��



��� Choosing t� l�� and b�

For given �l�� b�� � B� choosing t so that log�t�l�b��� log � is an integer results in t��t� � t�
As a consequence� the LBATCH and ABATCH rules used all t observation to estimate
WLJ�t�BJ�t�

and �Yt��t� � �Xt� Since choosing l�� b�� and t subject to the constraint may be
too burdensome for some users� LABATCH�� merely requires that t be specied and then
chooses l� and b� to maximize t

��t��
Let B�t� denote the subset of B that maximizes t��t�� LABATCH�� chooses �l�� b��

to be the element of B�t� that maximizes J�t�� the number of interim reviews� As the
following example shows� this algorithm reduces the number of elements in B that need
to be considered when maximizing t��t�� Suppose that �a�� a�� and �a�� a	� � B maximize
t��t� and that for some integer � � � a�a� � ��a�a	� Then clearly the choice �a�� a��
induces more reviews than �a�� a	�� As a consequence of this example� LABATCH�� only
considers the underlined ��tuples in B in Table � when maximizing t��t�� As illustration�
t���	�� � �� ���� 	
	 is maximal for each ��tuple in

B��	�� � f��� ��� ��
� ��� ���� ��� ��	� ��� ��	� ��� ��
� �	�� ���� �	�� ��	� �
�� ���� �	�g�

but ����� allows for the maximal number of reviews� J��	�� � ���
For �	 � t � �	�� Table � shows the worst�case proportion of observations used for

WLJ�t�BJ�t�
when t��t� is maximized subject to alternative upper bounds on l�� Recall that

l� � �		 implies optimization over all entries inB� In this case� choosing t � �		 implies that
no less than ���� percent of the data is used for computingWLj�t�BJ�t�

� Alternatively� imposing
the constraint� l� � �	� when choosing �l�� b�� to maximize ��t�� reduces this percentage to
����� We recommend either of these options for t � �		�

Table �� Data utilization for nal estimate of ���

min
t

�
�

t
max

�l��b���B
t��t�

�

�	 � t � �
 �� � t � 
� �	 � t � �� �		 � t � 
�� �		 � t � �	�

l� � �	 ���� ��	� ���� ���� ����

l� � �	 ���� ��	� ���� ���� ����

l� � �	 ���� ��	� ���� ��	� ����

l� � �		 ���� ��	� ���� ��	� ����

We now reconcile

At ��
�Xt � �q

BJ�t�WLJ�t�BJ�t�
�t

����

��



whose properties establish the basis for the condence interval in expression ���� with l�t� �
LJ�t�� b�t� � BJ�t�� and Wl�t�b�t� � Vt��t��BJ�t�� and

Gt ��
�Xt��t� � �q

BJ�t�WLJ�t�BJ�t�
�t��t�

����

whose properties are described in Theorem � for j � J�t�� Recall that t��t� � tJ�t� �
LJ�t�BJ�t�� For

Ht ��

�
t�t��t�

tX
i�t��t���

�Xi � ��

q
BJ�t�WLJ�t�BJ�t�

��t� t��t��
�

we have

At �

s
t��t�

t
Gt �

s
�� t��t�

t
Ht�

Although Gt
d�N �	� �� as t�� by Theorem �� the condence interval ��� is based on At�

not Gt� To reconcile this disparity we argue as follows�

Since BJ�t�WLJ�t�BJ�t�
is a consistent estimator of ���� Ht

d� N �	� �� as t��� Moreover�

corr�Gt� Ht�� 	 as t���

Therefore� At asymptotically behaves as the sum of two independent normally distributed
random variables with mean zero and variance t��t��t � � � t��t��t � �� The use of the
critical value from Student�s distribution rather than the corresponding value for the standard
normal is merely intended to compensate for those cases in which LJ�t� turns out to be small�

��� Testing H

To test H� we use the von Neumann ratio �von Neumann ��
�� Young ��
�� Fishman �����
�����

Cl �� ��

l��X
i��

�Yib � Yi���b�
�

�
lX

i��

�Yib � �Xt�
�

�

If Y�b��
�b

� � � � � Ylb��
�b

are independent from N �	� ��� then under H� Cl has mean zero� variance

�l� ����l� � �� and a distribution that is remarkably close to normal for l as small as eight�
For independent non�normal Y�b� ���� Ylb under H� Cl has mean zero� As l increases� ��l

� �
����l���� var Cl � � and the skewness� E�Cl�ECl�

���E�Cl�ECl�
������ and excess kurtosis�

E�Cl � ECl�
	��E�Cl � ECl�

��� � �� converge to zero�

��



If fXi� i � 	g has a monotone non�increasing autocorrelation function� then a one�sided
test of size � is in order� In particular� if Cl � ������ ��

q
�l � ����l� � ��� H is accepted�

Some fXig have autocorrelation functions that exhibit damped harmonic behavior around
the zero axis� In this case� the outcome of the test may be seriously misleading for small batch
sizes� Repeated testing on successive reviews under the ABATCH rule reduces the possibility
of a misleading outcome� thus giving this rule a distinct advantage over the LBATCH rule�
For purposes of comparison� Fig� � displays f

q
BjWLjBj

� j � �� � � � � J��	��g for the
ABATCH� FNB� and the SQRT rules� The dissipation of systematic error under the ABATCH
rule mirrors that under the FNB rule� However� its sampling �uctuations are considerably
attenuated in comparison to those for the FNB rule�

Figure �� LABATCH�� estimation of �� for waiting time in queue
�ABATCH rule� heavy line� FNB rule� thin dashed line�
SQRT rule� thin line� �� � ����� � heavy dashed line�
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Figure �a shows fLj� j � �� � � � � J��	��g and Fig� �b displays

Pj �� �� �
�
�
vuutL�

j � �
Lj � � CLj

�
A j � �� � � � � ���

which we call the p�value� Collectively� they reveal how the sequence fBjWLjBj
g evolves

under the ABATCH rule� If Pj � � � ��	 on review j� then LABATCH�� rejects H and uses

��



Figure �� LABATCH�� output for
Series � using ABATCH rule
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�b� p�value for testing H� � � ��	
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Figure �� LABATCH�� Sample means and �� percent condence intervals
for Series � ABATCH rule� simulation starts

in empty and idle state
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the FNB rule on review j � �� This implies Lj�� � Lj� as Fig� �a shows on reviews j��� �
through �� ��� and ��� If Pj � � � ��	� then LABATCH�� uses the SQRT rule on review
j �� so that Lj���Lj

�
�
p
�� Figure �a illustrates this behavior on reviews j��� �� 
� �	� ���

�� through ��� ��� and ��� The long run of successes beginning on review �� suggests that
batch sizes B�� � �	�
	 make the residual correlation between batches negligible�

� Assessing the Adequacy of the Warm�Up Interval

LABATCH�� also provides an assessment of the extent of warm�up bias in �Xt� We again use
the M�M�� simulation� However� this time the run began with an arrival to an empty and
idle system and data collection began with X� �� waiting time of the rst arrival� For this
scenario� Xi � 	 w�p�� and X�� X�� � � � � Xt is stationary� only asymptotically �as t � ���
This is a more biased environment than one would expect to encounter when data collection
begins after a user�specied warm�up interval�
Figure � displays the �� percent condence intervals for mean waiting time in queue�

taken from the LABATCH�� interim review tableau for Series � for this run� It suggests
little bias after review ��� which corresponds to ��� � L� � B� � �	
� � � � � � ��� ��	
observations�
Suppose the user had specied t � 

�	 for the sample path length� Then LABATCH��

would have generated the same sample averages and condence intervals for L� � � and

��



B� � �� but only for the rst seven interim reviews� Moreover� a display of these results would
have aroused considerably more concern about the dissipation of bias in �Xt� Interestingly�
had we taken t � 

�	 in our rst simulation� which began in an equilibrium state� we might
equally be suspicious of �Xt based on the path it displays in Fig� � for j � �� � � � � �� However�
this observation in no way mitigates the value of the assessment when we know for a fact
that �Xt may contain systematic bias as a result of starting in an arbitrarily chosen state and
possibly choosing an inadequate warm�up interval�
This example in no way mitigates the traditionally sound advice of truncating a warm�up

interval in the sample data to reduce the in�uence of initials conditions�

� Features of LABATCH��

Several features of LABATCH�� allow wide latitude for using it in practice� For example�
one can easily strip the header and trailer entries from the column display in the interim
review tableau and then transfer the remaining tableau to a spreadsheet environment� thus
facilitates graphmaking� Experience has shown that little e�ort is needed to e�ect the desired
graphs� provided software such as Mathematica iT or EXCEL iT is available�

��� Two Modalities

As already mentioned� LABATCH�� provides two ways of accessing data for statistical anal�
ysis� One requires the user to insert a call statement into the data�generating program
which executes the call each time it produces a new data vector� Calling and executing
BATCH MEANS each of T times �Table �� that a data vector with S NUM entries is gener�
ated results in O�S NUM�T� computing time and O�S NUM� log�T� space being used to
generate the LABATCH�� output� Both complexities arise from choosing rules that cause
either Bj�� � �Bj or Bj��

�
�
p
�Bj on successive reviews j � �� �� � � � � The space bound

is particularly appealing when t �T is very large� Yarberry ������ and Alexopoulos et al�
������ describe the basis for these complexities�
The other option allows LABATCH�� to read its data from a le� This feature gives

LABATCH�� a considerably broader range of application than merely for in�line generated
sample records� We illustrate how this option works in the context of the M�M�� example�
but stress the applicability of the approach to stored sample data�
If IN UNIT��	 and OUT UNIT��� �Table ��� then a main program needs to call

BATCH MEANS just once to cause LABATCH�� to read its sample data from a le called
c�	


fort�	

SIMU	


and to write its output to
c���

fort���
SIMU��

� While the O�S NUM�T� time and O�S NUM� log�T�
space bounds remain for LABATCH��� they do not tell the whole story� In particular� the
input le requires space proportional to S NUM�T� which for S NUM as small as � can be
substantial for su�ciently large T�
Programs written in C� FORTRAN� or SIMSCRIPT II�� can implement the second op�

tion without qualication� Any program that provides access to and execution of a C�
FORTRAN� or SIMSCRIPT II�� subroutine can take advantage of the rst option� In a sim�
ulation environment� a user�written program in a language that provides standard linkages

��



for incorporating a subroutine generally will consume less time calling BATCH MEANS and
analyzing data than a program generated at the icon�level in a point�and�click environment�
We now compare timing for the two options for the M�M�� simulation example using

the FORTRAN implementation� which has the standard linkages for subroutine calls�

Table 
� Computing times for M�M�� example

�t � �	�� S NUM��� FORTRAN version on a SUN SPARCstation ��

Repeated Repeated
in�line in�line call

M�M�� call and but no Single Write sample Read sample
simulation execution execution call to record to record

Case execution of LABATCH�� of LABATCH�� LABATCH�� disk from disk Time
�secs��

�
p

���
�

p p
���


p p

���
�

p p
���

�
p p

����

Table 
 shows the computing for selected aspects of execution on a SUN SPARCstation ��
Let Ti denote the computing time for Case i for i � �� � � � � �� When switching from a
simulation with an in�line call to BATCH MEANS �Case �� to a simulation that writes data
to disk �Case 
� and makes a single call to BATCH MEANS to read these data from disk
and analyze them �Case ��� Table 
 reveals a �T	�T��T����T��T�� � �����fold increase in
computing time� This in�ation arises principally from the substantially greater time required
to write a data vector to disk and then to read these data� as compared with the computing
time required to call BATCH MEANS� Additional computing experience with LABATCH��
indicates that this disparity in times for Case � versus Cases 
 � � grows as S NUM� T� or
both increase� Hence� for S NUM��� one would observe a smaller relative disparity in the
ratio of times than the one just presented�
It is also of interest to note that for the in�line option

time spent analyzing data

time spent calling BATCH MEANS
�

T� � T�
T� � T�

� ���	�

Since the call merely passes the address of the data vector to BATCH MEANS� the expended
call time is independent of S NUM� Therefore� this last time ratio would grow as S NUM
increases�
The timings in Table 
 encourage the in�line use of LABATCH��� whenever possible�

However� the capability for applying LABATCH�� to an extant data le testies to its
versatility in settings other than in�line use�
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��� Interacting with the Analysis

In queueing simulations� ��� usually increases superlinearly with tra�c intensity� In Markov
chain Monte Carlo sampling� the time to update the state vector grows proportionally to
its number of coordinates and ��� usually increases superlinearly with this number� This
variance in�ation can be substantial when applying Gibbs and Hastings Metropolis sampling
to lattice topologies� In these settings� LABATCH�� o�ers a way of viewing interim results
that enables the user to assess the quality of the ��� estimates during a run� If the interim
results suggest that an acceptable level of accuracy has been achieved� then LABATCH��
allows the user to terminate the sampling experiment at that point� thus saving computing
time�
If SCREEN�	 in expression ���� then LABATCH�� performs as described in Sec� ��

However� if SCREEN��� then during execution of a simulation� LABATCH�� displays on

the screen�
q
BW �L�B�� for series i in column i � � for i � �� � � � �min��� S NUM�� where

screen size dictates the upper limit on i� LABATCH�� then asks the user if he�she wishes
to continue�
Figure � shows the displayed tableau for the steady�state M�M�� simulation� where

column � shows the sequence of estimates for �� for Series � and column � does likewise

for �� for Series �� If the user concludes that
q
BW �L�B� has stabilized in each column�

so that the systematic errors have become negligible� and if the
q
BW �L�B��

p
No� of obs�

give acceptably small standard errors for the purposes of condence interval computation�
then he�she may terminate the simulation by typing n� This action causes LABATCH�� to
compute condence intervals for the S NUM and to write both the nal and interim review
tableaus �Fig� �� to le OUT UNIT� If this action occurs immediately after the on�screen
display� for review j� then the nal tableau� as well as the interim review tableaus� use LjBj

observations� If the screen display suggests that systematic error remains� then� provided
that LjBj � t typing y causes LABATCH�� to collect additional data� to perform the next

review� to display the updated
q
BW �L�B� on screen� and to ask the user whether or not

he�she wishes to continue� If LjBj � t��t� and the user types y� then the simulation goes to
completion and LABATCH�� uses all t�T observations for the sample averages and the rst
t��t� observations for the nal BW �L�B��s�

In the present setting� it is not unreasonable to conclude that systematic error in
q
BW �L�B�

for Series � and � have become negligible by review �
� That review reveals estimated stan�
dard errors of �	����

p
�����	 � ����� and �����

p
�����	 � �		���� for Series � and �

respectively� If a user feels that these standard errors are acceptable� he�she may terminate
the T��	� experiment at this point by merely typing n in response to the prompt�
By way of qualication we encourage the reader to recognize that this approach di�ers

substantially from the sequential mean estimation approach of Chow and Robbins �������
as described in Fishman ������ and Law and Kelton ������� Whereas the objective there is
to estimate � to within a specied accuracy with specied probability� the objective of the
interactive approach here is to allow a user to assess the quality of variance estimates while
the sampling experiment is executing�

�




Figure �� LABATCH�� screen display when SCREEN��

LABATCH�� INTERIM REVIEW STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Estimation of Sqrt�sigma���infinity� by Sqrt�B�W�L	B
� for Series � Through �
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��� Implementations

As mentioned in the introduction� C� FORTRAN� and SIMSCRIPT II�� versions of LA�
BATCH�� are available via anonymous ftp� The statement�

BATCH MEANS�IN UNIT�OUT UNIT�S NUM�T�DATA�DELTA�RULE�BETA�L UPPER�SCREEN�

in a C program calls BATCH MEANS� It requires that a previously dened double S NUM
�� array� DATA� contains the latest data entries� Table � denes all remaining argu�
ments� If numerical values replace IN UNIT� OUT UNIT� S NUM� T� DELTA� RULE�
BETA� L UPPER� and SCREEN� then no need exists to dene these variables in the calling
program� This also applies to the FORTRAN and SIMSCRIPT II�� calls�
The statement�

call BATCH MEANS�IN UNIT�OUT UNIT�S NUM�T�DATA�
# DELTA�RULE�BETA�L UPPER�SCREEN�

in a FORTRAN program calls BATCH MEANS� It requires that a previously dened double
precision S NUM� � array� DATA� contain the latest data entries� The character # appears
in column � to indicate a continuation�
The statement�

call BATCH MEANS�IN UNIT�OUT UNIT�T�S NUM�DATA�$��
DELTA�RULE�BETA�L UPPER�SCREEN�

in a SIMSCRIPT II�� program calls BATCH MEANS� In addition to reserving space for
the double S NUM�� array� DATA� in the main program� a user must also include the
statements�

dene DATA as ��dim double array
dene PHI as double function
dene PHI QUANTILE as double function
dene STUDENT T QUANTILE as double function

in the preamble� See CACI ������ p�����

��� User�Speci�ed l� and b�

LABATCH�� allows a user to choose any underscored �l�� b�� in Table � as the initial number
of batches and the inital batch size� To e�ect this option� the user species a sample path
length T���l�b� where l� and b� are the desired values and � is a positive integer� In this
case� LABATCH�� uses �		 percent of the data to computed the nal BW�L�B��
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��� Coding

As mentioned earlier LABATCH�� is a revision of the LABATCH statistical analysis package�
The coding of LABATCH provides users with a considerable number of options� For example�
it allows a user to specify whether or not headings are to be printed and for each series it
allows a user to specify di�erent signicance levels for testing H and di�erent condence
levels for the means�
To reduce the burden of decision making that a potential user faces� these options have

been severely curtailed in LABATCH��� However� a perusal of the code makes clear that
the code and data structures that support these wider choices remain in place� but sup�
pressed� This was done to reduce the possibility of error when modifying the code and
to leave structures in place that may become useful once again in subsequent revisions of
LABATCH���
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